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NEED ASSISTANCE OR CUSTOM QUOTE? CALL: 212-560-5977 www.HONORMILL.com

Galen | Finn Juhl Armchair
$1,299.00

Description

Galen | Finn Juhl Armchair
Luxurious handcrafting and rich wood construction lead the hallmark design of Finn Juhl's
Model 45 Chair. Created almost 70 years ago, this fine example of mid-20th century modern
design is as relevant today as it was then. It makes a statement in any interior space it is
placed.
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Features & Benefits
• Organic lines, fine finishes and luxe materials bring upscale style and beauty to any room.
• Wide selection of finishes and upholstery allows for customization to fit your space.
• Deep seat and high curved back provide enveloping comfort for long periods of relaxation.
• Solid wood frame and high-density foam cushions for durable long-lasting seating ideal for
home and business.
• Ideal seating for the residential study, library or living room and hospitality spaces such as
the hotel lobby, bar lounge or office.

Masterful Incarnation

Inspired by Juhl's original creation, we mirrored the expert craftsmanship and authenticity
with our own Galen | Finn Juhl Armchair Chair. This captivating lounge chair features the
same elegant precision rendered in expertly-welded steel and finely stitched upholstery.

Attainable Luxury

Modern design lovers known the true value and high cost of owning an authentic original
from one of the great designers of the period. We understand not everyone has ample
means by which to attain such a piece. With that in mind, we offer our masterful replica of
Finn Juhl's Model 45 Chair made with high quality materials and careful craftsmanship at a
modest price point. Among other such lounge chairs, the materials and expertise used to
create our products are top quality. This allows you to own and enjoy a classic modern icon
without foregoing quality.

Decorous Details

Based on one of the most lauded lounge chairs of the modern design period, our version of
Juhl's Model 45 Chair boasts all the tailored detailing of the original. From the elegantly-
rendered chair form with sling style form, each detail is exacting and meticulous. The
upholstery is carefully handstitched with base cushion and over cushioning for added
comfort. While the chair's solid wood construction provides support and organic-like beauty
with flowing lines.

Custom Upholstery Selection

With our carefully-curated selections for the chair's upholstery, you'll find the perfect textile
and color to compliment your space. The fine upholstery comes in the most popular and
classic hues. Choose from cashmere wool, wool blend, wool/hemp blend, genuine Italian
leather, Aniline leather and waxy Aniline leather. Or provide your own COM fabric or leather for
a truly customized look.

About the Designer

Self-made architect and designer, Finn Juhl created some of the most recognized modern
furniture designs of the mid-20th century era. Timeless in nature, his iconic pieces are as
relevant today as they were 60 to 70 years ago. He considered himself an "architect of not
only the exterior but the interior". He set the Cabinetmaker's Guild of 1945 abuzz with his
sculptural pieces such as the Model 45 Armchair. He continues to win awards after his death
decades later.

Special Care Instructions

To clean, avoid use of harsh acidic or abrasive cleaning solutions. Use soft dry cloth for
general clean-up. For cleaning and maintenance of upholstery, please refer to the
manufacturer's directions. Avoid getting cleaning solutions on upholstered elements.
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Additional Information

SKU S124387

Dimensions 27w x 31d x 32h
Seat height: 16"

Inspired by Designer Finn Juhl

Designer Brand Juhl

Type Reproduction

Style Mid-Century Modern
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